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Friedman-Mundell’s View of Monetary Unions

I Advantages: Gains from trade

I Disadvantages: Loss of monetary independence

I Monetary independence allows policy to be tailored to

idiosyncratic shocks

I Valuable if some prices are sticky



Our View of Monetary Unions

I With commitment: Monetary independence is a blessing

I Without commitment: Monetary independece can be a

curse

I Monetary unions can help move outcomes closer to

commitment
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I Form monetary union if

Gains from trade > Losses from lack of monetary independence
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Our view

I Form monetary union if

Credibility gains + Gains from trade > Mundellian losses

I Credibility gains are decreasing in the correlation of

“credibility” shocks

I Credibility shocks = shocks that exacerbate time

inconsistency problems

I So form monetary union if credibility shocks not correlated



Key Question

I Throughout abstract from gains from trade

I How can symmetric countries increase their credibility by

forming a union in which they jointly decide on monetary

policy?

The common exchange rate is a commitment device not to

react to idiosyncratic “credibility” shocks

I High temptation to inflate ex-post in one country is

mitigated by low temptation in another country

I Need “credibility” shocks to be uncorrelated for the

restriction to have bite
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What we do

Two example economies:

I Barro-Gordon model

I Sticky price model

Two type of shocks that neatly divide into the two categories:

I Productivity shocks: pure “Mundellian” shocks

I Markup shocks: pure “credibility” shocks

Compare ex-ante welfare with and without commitment under:

I Flexible exchange rates

I Monetary union



How We Model a Monetary Union

I Restriction on policy

I Fixed Nominal Exchange Rate

I Policy is chosen by common monetary authority

I Union-wide monetary authority maximizes (equally)

weighted sum of utilities of each country in the union ECB



Related Literature

I Mundellian perspective: Gali and Mocelli (2005, 2008),

Farhi and Werning (2013)

I Credibility gains from dollarization: Alesina and Barro

(2002), Clerc, Dellas, Loisel (2011)

I Coordination gains: Fuchs and Lippi (2006), Cooley and

Quadrini (2003)

I LCP vs. PCP: Devereux and Engel (2003)

I Empirical literature on Mundellian criteria: Silva and

Tenreyro (2010), Bayoumi and Eichengreen (1993, 1997)



Monetary Union vs. Dollarization

Differ from work on credibility gains from dollarization

I Friedman (1973) and Alesina and Barro (2002)

I Country with credibility problems adopts currency of

anchor country without credibility problems

I Key assumption: Policy of the anchor country unaffected

I Relevant for: Should Ecuador dollarize?

I Not relevant for: Monetary unions where policies jointly

decided by member countries

Friedman-Mundell logic operates with dollarization:

I Gains of dollarization higher if shocks more correlated



Outline

Two Models:

I Barro-Gordon Model

I Sticky Price Model

For both models

I Ramsey: Friedman-Mundell criterion

I Markov: Our revised criterion

Forming a union gives credibility gains



STICKY PRICE MODEL



Open Economy Sticky Price Model

Continuum of small open economies

Two types of goods

I Traded goods

I Competitive

I Flexible prices

I Bought with cash

I Non-Traded goods

I Monopolistic competition

I Sticky prices

I Bought with credit

Two Shocks to nontraded goods

I Markup: Before sticky prices are set

I Productivity: After sticky prices are set
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Open Economy Sticky Price Model

Continuum of small open economies

Two types of goods

I Traded goods

I Competitive

I Flexible prices

I Bought with cash: Costs of surprise inflation

I Non-Traded goods

I Monopolistic competition: Benefits of surprise inflation

I Sticky prices: Benefits of flexible exchange rates

I Bought with credit

Two Shocks to nontraded goods

I Markup: Before sticky prices are set

I Productivity: After sticky prices are set



Timing and Shocks

s1 PN s2 µ CT , CN , L, PT

I s1 = (z1, v1) is realized: Markup θ(s1)

Aggregate z1, idiosyncratic v1

I Sticky price firms set their prices

I s2 = (z2, v2) is realized: Nontraded productivity A(s2)

Aggregate z2, idiosyncratic v2

I Monetary authority chooses money growth rate, µ

I Consumers and flexible price firms act



Consumers

E

[ ∞∑
t=0

βtU
(
CTt(s

t), CNt(s
t), Lt(s

t)
)]

U(CT , CN , L) = α logCT + (1− α) logCN − bL

Cash-in-advance constraint:

PTt(s
t)CTt(s

t) ≤Mt−1(s
t−1)

Budget constraint:

PTt(s
t)CTt(s

t) + PN (st−1, s1t)CNt(s
t) +Mt(s

t) +Bt(s
t) ≤

≤Wt(s
t)Lt(s

t)+Mt−1(s
t−1)+(1+rt(s

t))Bt−1(s
t−1)+Tt(s

t)+Πt(s
t)



Traded Goods

Technology:

YTt(s
t) = LTt(s

t)

Competitive traded goods firms solve

max
LT

PTt(s
t)LT −Wt(s

t)LT

so that in equilibrium

PTt(s
t) = Wt(s

t)



Final Nontraded Goods

Technology:

YNt(s
t) =

[∫ 1

0
YN (j, st)

ε(s1t)−1
ε(s1t) dj

] ε(s1t)
ε(s1t)−1

where ε(s1t) = θ(s1t)/(θ(s1t)− 1).

Final nontraded goods firms are competitive

The demand for an intermediate of type j is:

YNt(j, s
t) =

(
PNt(s

t−1, s1t)

PNt(j, st−1, s1t)

)ε(s1t)
YNt(s

t)



Intermediate Nontraded Goods

Intermediate good firm j solves

max
P

∑
s2t

Qt(s
t)
[
P −Wt(s

t)
](PNt(st)

P

)ε(s1t)
CNt(s

t)

subject to

YNt(j, s
t) = A(s2t)LN (j, st)

Solution:

PN (j, st−1, s1t) = θ(s1t)

∑
s2t
Qt(s

t)CNt(s
t)Wt(st)

A(st)∑
s2t
Qt(st)CNt(st)



Monetary Authority

Money injection lump-sum

Tt(s
t) = Mt(s

t)−Mt−1(s
t−1).

Bonds are exchanged only among agents in any given country

Bt(s
t) = 0



OPTIMAL POLICY WITH COMMITMENT:

RAMSEY OUTCOME



Implementable Allocations: Flex. Exchange Rates

Γ = Set of allocations and prices that satisfy:

Resource constraints

FOCs for consumers and firms



Implementable Allocations: Monetary Union

ΓU = Set of allocations and prices that satisfy:

Resource constraints

FOCs for consumers and firms

PTt(s
t) = PTt(s̃

t) for all st = (zt, vt) and s̃t = (zt, ṽt)



Ramsey Problem

Let y = set of allocations and prices

I With flexible exchange rates:

max
y

E

[ ∞∑
t=0

βtU
(
CTt(s

t), CNt(s
t), Lt(s

t)
)]

subject to y ∈ Γ

I Monetary Union:

max
y

E

[ ∞∑
t=0

βtU
(
CTt(s

t), CNt(s
t), Lt(s

t)
)]

subject to y ∈ ΓU ⊂ Γ



Optimal Policy with Commitment

Proposition The Ramsey problem under flexible exchange

rates leads to weakly higher welfare than the Ramsey

problem in a monetary union.

I The Ramsey problem under flexible exchange rates is a

more relaxed version of the Ramsey problem in a monetary

union

I Additional restriction in union:

PTt(s
t) = PTt(s̃

t) for all st = (zt, vt) and s̃t = (zt, ṽt)



Optimal Policy with Commitment

Assume that the utility function takes the form

U(CT , CN , L) = α logCT + (1− α) logCN − bL

and countries are subject to idiosyncratic productivity shocks

Proposition. The Ramsey problem under flexible exchange

rates leads to strictly higher welfare than the Ramsey

problem in the Union.



Case for Flexible Exchange Rates

I If idiosyncratic productivity in nontraded sector is high:

Efficiency requires reducing PN/PT

I But nontraded good prices are sticky

I With flexible exchange rates: Increase PT by devaluing

I In union: Cannot increase PT for one country alone

I Bottomline: Monetary union restricts the ability of

monetary policy to ensure efficient adjustment to

idiosyncratic productivity shocks



Case for Flexible Exchange Rates

With our functional form

I Policy replicates flexible price outcome

I PN/PT = 1/AN

I Live with markup distortions



With Commitment: Friedman-Mundell Logic

Friedman-Mundell Criterion:

Join the union if productivity shocks are sufficiently correlated

I Losses from giving up monetary independence

I Larger if the idiosyncratic productivity shocks larger

I Markup shocks are irrelevant



POLICY WITHOUT COMMITMENT:

MARKOV EQUILIBRIUM



Timing

M−1

θ(z1, v1)

Markup shock

Sticky Price

PN A(z2, v2)

Productivity shock

µ

Policy Household

CT , CN , L, PT



Warm-up: Benefits of Surprise Inflation

I Markup induces inefficiently low consumption of nontraded

goods:

I A surprise inflation (raising PT and W ) given PN

I Dilutes markup ex-post

I Increases consumption of nontraded goods



Warm-up: Costs of Surprise Inflation

I Because of cash-in-advance constraint:

PTtCTt ≤MHt−1

and Svensson-Nicolini timing:

I Must use money brought from period t− 1

I A surprise inflation (raising PT and W )

I Inefficiently reduces consumption of traded goods

Markov policy balances benefits and cost of ex-post inflation
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CHARACTERIZE MARKOV EQUILIBRIUM:

FLEXIBLE EXCHANGE RATES



Formal Analysis for Flexible Exchange Rates

I Solve problem of each country individually

I Normalize all nominal variables by the beginning of period

country specific money supply M−1:

mH =
MH−1
M−1

, pN =
PN
M−1

, pT =
PT
M−1

, w =
W

M−1



States

I s1 = (z1, ν1) is realized ⇒ θ(s1)

I Sticky price stage: Nontraded good firms choose pN

State: s1

I s2 = (z2, ν2) is realized ⇒ A(s2)

I Policy stage: Monetary authority sets µ

State: (s, pN )

I Household stage: Consumer chooses CT , CN , L,m
′
H

State: (mH , xH) where xH = (s, pN , µ)

and flexible price and wage, pT and w



Definition Markov: Flexible Exchange Rates

A Markov equilibrium is a set of price rules, consumer decision

rules and policies such that

I ∀ s1, pN is optimal for nontraded good firms given

consumer decision rules, price rules, policies

I ∀ (s, pN ), money growth rate rule µ optimal for the

monetary authority given price rules, consumer rules and

continuation polices

I ∀ (mH , xH), consumer rules CT , CN , L,m
′
H optimal for the

consumer given price rules, continuation rules, polices

I ∀ (xH), w(xH) = pT (xH) and mkts clear



Recursive Household Problem

V (mH , xH) = maxCT ,CN ,L,m
′
H
U(CT , CN , L) + βE [V (m′H , x

′
H)]

subject

pTCT ≤ mH

pTCT + pNCN + µm′H = wL+mH

where xH = (s, pN , µ) and x′H = (s′, pN (s′1), µ(s′, pN (s′1)))

FOCs:

−µUL
pT

= βE
[
UT (m′H , x

′
H)

pT (m′H , x
′
H)

]
−UL
pT

=
UN
pN

UN
pN
≤ UT
pT

and CT ≤
1

pT
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Developing Monetary Authority Problem

I Equilibrium condition: mH = m′H = 1

I So current policy does not affect

I Consumer continuation value: V (m′H , x
′
H)

I RHS of

−µUL
pT

= βE
[
UT (m′H , x

′
H)

pT (m′H , x
′
H)

]
given x′H = (s′, pN (s′1), µ(s′, pN (s′1)))

So monetary authority problem is a static one



Monetary Authority Problem

Given pN and s, policy problem reduces to a static problem:

max
pT ,CT ,CN ,µ

U

(
CT , CN , CT +

CN
A(s2)

)
subject to

−µUL
pT

= constant

−UL
pT

=
UN
pN

UN
pN
≤ UT
pT

and CT ≤
1

pT

Gives all choice variable including best response pT (pN , s)

Can write optimal CT , CN , L, µ as a function of pN , s, pT

where pT = pT (pN , s)



Monetary Authority Problem

Given pN and s, policy problem reduces to a static problem:

max
pT

U

(
CT , CN , CT +

CN
A(s2)

)
where

CN =
1− α
b

pT
pN

CT = min

{
1

pT
,
α

b

}



Equilibrium is Fixed Point of

Under our functional form:

I Monetary authority best response given pN and s:

p̄T (pN , s) = arg max
pT

U

(
CT , CN , CT +

CN
A(s2)

)
where CN = 1−α

b
pT
pN

and CT = min
{

1
pT
, αb

}
Best response: p̄T (pN , s) = F

(
1

pN (s1)A(s2)

)
, F ′ < 0

I Sticky price firm best response to monetary authority:

p̄N (s1) = θ(s1)E
[
p̄T (p̄N (s1), s)

A(s2)
|s1
]
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Special Case: Only Markup Shocks, A(s2) = 1 for all s2

I Sticky price firm best reponse to monetary authority

pN (s1) = θ(s1)pT (s1)

I Substituting in consumers foc:

CN =
1− α
b

pT
pN

=
1− α
b

1

θ

I Temptation to increase CN by increasing pT is frustrated in

equilibrium

I It only tightens the CIA constraint and hence reduces CT

CT = 1/pT



Special Case: Only Markup Shocks

pT

1/
p
N

 

 

pT (3H)pT (3L)b/,

pN = 3LpT

pN = 3HpT

Monetary
Authority
Best
Response

Recall:
CT = 1/pT

Undesirable volatility in price and consumption of traded goods



Special Case: Only Markup Shocks

When markup θ is high:

I Nontraded firms set high prices

I High temptation to inflate away monopoly distortions

I In equilibrium monopoly distortion unfixed but high pT

⇒ High distortions from CIA constraint in traded sector

When markup θ is low:

I Nontraded firms set low prices

I Low temptation to inflate away monopoly distortions

I In equilibrium monopoly distortion unfixed but low pT

⇒ Low distortions from CIA constraint in traded sector



CHARACTERIZE MARKOV EQUILIBRIUM:

MONETARY UNION



Formal Analysis for Monetary Union

I Normalize all nominal variables by the beginning of the

period aggregate stock of money M̄−1

I For an arbitrary measure Λ over entering nominal money

stocks over countries

M̄−1 =

∫
M−1dΛ(M−1)

mH =
MH−1
M̄−1

, m =
M−1
M̄−1

, pN =
PN
M̄−1

, pT =
PN
M̄−1

, w =
W

M̄−1

I Let γ be growth of aggregate stock of money



States

I s1 = (z1, ν1) is realized ⇒ θ(s1)

I Sticky price stage: Nontraded good firms choose pN

State: (xF , SF )

xF = (m, v1), SF = (z1, λF ), λF measure over xF

I s2 = (z2, ν2) is realized ⇒ A(s2)

I Policy stage: Monetary authority sets µ

State (xG, SG):

xG = (m, pN , v), SG = (z, λG), λG measure over xG

I Household stage: Consumers and flexible price firms act

State: (mH , xH , SH):

xH = (m, pN , v, µ), SH = (z, λH), λH measure over xH



Definition Markov: Monetary Union

A Markov equilibrium is a set of price rules, consumer decision

rules and policies such that

I ∀ (xF , SF ), p̄N (xF , SF ) is optimal for nontraded good firms

given consumer decision rules, price rules, policies

I ∀ (xG, SG), money growth rate rule µ optimal for the

monetary authority given price rules, consumer rules and

continuation polices

I ∀ (mH , xH , SH), consumer rules CT , CN , L,m
′
H optimal for

the consumer given price rules, continuation rules, polices

I ∀ (mH , xH , SH), w(xH , SH) = pT (xH , SH) and mkts clear

I pT (xH , SH) = pT (x̃H , SH) for all xH , x̃H



Monetary Union has Degenerate Money Holdings

Lemma Under

U(CT , CN , L) = α log(CT ) + (1− α) log(CN )− bL

if the markup is strictly positive in all states in that θ(s1) > 1

for all s1 then, given any initial distribution of money at the

beginning of the period, the end of period money holdings are

concentrated on a single point.

⇒ Markov equilibrium solves static problem
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Proof Has Two Ideas

1) Can’t have m′1 < m′2 and CIA bind in some state next period

Why?

I If CIA binds in some state then

E
[
UT+1(m

′
1)

pT+1

]
> E

[
UT+1(m

′
2)

pT+1

]
I But optimal money holdings implies that

−γUL(mi)

pT
= βE

[
UT+1(m

′
i)

pT+1

]

I Given the quasi-linearity in leisure UL(m1) = UL(m2)

I In a union pT doesn’t move with country-specific state

So the RHS must be equal. Contradiction.



Proof Has Two Ideas

2) If the markup is positive then the CIA constraint is binding

I The monetary authority has a benefit ex post from

increasing pT to deflate the markup and increase

production.

I The cost of increasing pT is that the CIA binds

I Increasing pT decreases the consumption of traded goods.

I Thus, in equilibrium the CIA must bind

I Or else the monetary authority would just increase pT until

it did.



Equilibrium is Fixed Point of

I Monetary authority best response given {pN (s1)} and z:

p̄T ({pN (s1)}, z) = arg max
pT

E
[
U

(
CT (z), CN (s), CT (v) +

CN (s)

A(s2)

)
|z
]

where CN (s) = 1−α
b

pT
pN (s1)

and CT (v) = min
{

1
pT
, αb

}
Best response: p̄T ({pN (s1)}, z) = F

(
E
[

1
pN (z1,v1)A(z2,v2)

|z
])

I Sticky price firm best reponse to monetary authority:

p̄N (s1) = θ(s1)E
[
p̄T (p̄N (s1), s)

A(s2)
|s1
]
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I Sticky price firm best reponse to monetary authority:

p̄N (s1) = θ(s1)E
[
p̄T (p̄N (s1), s)

A(s2)
|s1
]



Equilibrium is Fixed Point of

I Monetary authority best response given {pN (s1)} and z:

p̄T ({pN (s1)}, z) = arg max
pT

E
[
U

(
CT (z), CN (s), CT (v) +

CN (s)

A(s2)

)
|z
]

where CN (s) = 1−α
b

pT
pN (s1)

and CT (v) = min
{

1
pT
, αb

}
Best response: p̄T ({pN (s1)}, z) = F

(
E
[

1
pN (z1,v1)A(z2,v2)

|z
])

I Sticky price firm best reponse to monetary authority:

p̄N (s1) = θ(s1)E
[
p̄T (p̄N (s1), s)

A(s2)
|s1
]



Special Case: Only Markup Shocks
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Recall:
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Union

Lower volatility in price and consumption of traded goods



Special Case: Comparing Utility Across Regimes

Proposition. When no idiosyncratic productivity shocks:

Markov Union > Markov Flexible Exchange Rates

I Difference in utility is due to consumption of traded goods:

EUM,U − EUM = αE
[
logCM,U

T (z1)− logCMT (s1)
]
> 0

I Utility in union is higher since:

I CM,U
T (z1) = E

[
CMT (z1, v1)|z1

]
for all z1

I Concavity of the log

Formulas Inflation



Credibility Gains

Key idea: If markup shocks are uncorrelated:

I High temptation to inflate ex-post in one country is

mitigated by low temptation in another country

I Restriction in the monetary union (fixed exchange rate) is

a commitment device to less volatile undesirable inflation

If markup shocks are perfectly correlated then:

Markov Union = Markov Flexible Exchange Rates

In general: Trade-off credibility gains vs. Mundellian losses
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General Case: Markup and Productivity Shocks
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Revised Criterion

Trade-off: Credibility gains vs. Mundellian losses

Monetary union better than flexible exchange rates regime if:

I Idiosyncratic “credibility” shocks large

I Idiosyncratic “Mundellian” shocks small

Important to distinguish between these two classes of shocks
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“Mundellian” vs. “Credibility” Shocks

In two example economies shocks neatly divide into:

I “Mundellian” shocks: Productivity shocks

I “Credibility” shocks: Markup shocks

In general, inability to react to a given idiosyncratic shock has

I Mundellian losses

I Credibility gains

Whether loss of monetary independence per se is a cost or a

benefit is a quantitative question that depends on the model



Conclusion

I Revise criteria for optimal currency areas

I To take account credibility gains for union

I Key idea: Loss of monetary independence

I Commits country not to respond to credibility shocks

I Adds benefits to join union not in Mundell’s criteria



APPENDIX



Decision Making at the ECB

Policy is decided by majority vote in the Governing Council

I 17 governors of the National Central Banks

I 6 members of the Executive board

(more representation to large countries)

Back



Special Case: Only Markup Shocks

I Traded good consumption

I Flexible exchange rates:

CMT (s1) =
(1− α)(1/θ(s1)− 1) + α

b

I Monetary Union:

CM,U
T (z1) =

(1− α) (η̄(z1)− 1) + α

b

where η̄(z1) = E
[

1
θ(z1,v1)

|z1 ]

I Same consumption of nontraded goods in both regimes

I Expected value of labor supply equal across regimes

Back



Special Case: Comparing Inflation Across Regimes

Proposition. Lower and less volatile inflation in a union

I Flexible exchange rates:

πMT (s, s′) = ∆(η(s1)) and πMN (s, s′) =
θ(s′1)

θ(s1)
∆(η(s1))

I Monetary Union:

πUT (s, s′) = ∆(η̄(z1)) and πUN (s, s′) =
θ(s′1)

θ(s1)
∆(η̄(z1))

I ∆ is the money growth rates and given by

∆(η) =
βα

[(1− α)η − (1− 2α)]
.

I ∆ is a convex function of η = 1/θ

⇒ Lower expected money growth in a union

Back
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